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ASP.NET Web Forms applications.  
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Installation 

Downloading 
Download 2018.1 Service Release here. 

Release Notes 

Component Product Impact Internal Issue Description 

WebCaptcha Bug 252136 

When WebCaptcha response header is set to “X-Content-Type=Options: nosniff” for security 
reasons, then captcha is not displayed in Internet Explorer 11, because response content-type 
is "text/html" instead of "image/bmp". 

WebDataGrid Bug 257084 

When WebDataGrid is inside a user control, and the latter is placed in a Tab content, then 
trying to set grid column’s FormatFieldMethod property, inside the InitializeRow event 
handler, will result in a server-side exception. 

WebDataGrid Bug 257215 
When WebDataGrid has Column Moving behavior enabled and grid is placed inside an HTML 
iframe, then it is not possible to drag and drop columns in Microsoft Edge. 

WebDataGrid Bug 261000 
When WebDataGrid is placed in a container with right-to-left direction and has a horizontal 
scroll, then the scroll still starts from the left side of the grid. 

WebDataGrid Bug 257044 
When WebDataGrid has Column Fixing behavior enabled, then turning off and on the feature 
dynamically will cause the horizontal scrollbar to disappear and exception to be thrown. 

WebDataGrid Bug 259016 
When WebDataGrid has Column Summaries and Editing enabled then turning off and on the 
editing feature dynamically will cause an exception to be thrown. 

WebDataGrid Bug 259579 

When WebDataGrid has Editing and Activation behaviors enabled then attempting to focus 
cell, scroll grid so that it is in the visible area and enter cell edit mode will cause an 
isNullOrUndefined exception. 

https://www.infragistics.com/my-account/keys-and-downloads/
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WebDataGrid Bug 260925 
When WebDataGrid is placed in a container with right-to-left direction, then grid editor 
provide is not rendered correctly. 

WebDataGrid Bug 261745 
When WebDataGrid has column bound with DBNull value, then filtering such a column will 
not be possible and an error will be thrown. 

WebDataGrid Bug 258048 
When WebDataGrid has a column of a type DateTime and Filtering behavior is enabled than 
trying to filter by a date value that has a millisecond in it will not return correct results. 

WebDataGrid Bug 260102 
When WebDataGrid has Selection and Activation behaviors enabled then using the grid cell’s 
method scrollToView() will not work if cell is not in the viewport. 

WebHierarchicalDataGrid Bug 257386 

When WebHierarchicalDataGrid has Editing behavior enabled, entering edit mode for a grid 
child’s band cell, after the child grid is scrolled, will result in a cell editing popup, not aligned 
with the cell. 

WebHierarchicalDataGrid Bug 257314 
When the WebHierarchicalDataGrid InitialDataBindDepth is dynamically set to 1 and grid is 
rebound an exception is thrown. 

WebHtmlEditor Bug 262164 
Word Count dialog shows redundant box symbols in Chrome; Reset Style functionality is not 
supported; Added hyperlink is not shown when dialog is opened again. 

 


